In recent years the High Performance Computing (HPC) industry has benefited from the development of higher density multi-core processors. With recent chips capable of executing up to 32 tasks in parallel, this rate of growth also shows no sign of slowing. Alongside the development of denser micro-processors has been the considerably more modest rate of improvement in random access memory (RAM). The effect has been that the available memory-per-core has reduced and current projections suggest that this is set to reduce still further.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the High Performance Computing (HPC) industry has benefited from the development of higher density multi-core processors. Where only a decade ago multiple processors would have been required to execute programs concurrently, today a single processor chip is able to execute 32 or more processes in parallel. Alongside this substantial growth in compute resource has been a much more modest rate of improvement in memory speeds and DRAM-chip capacities. The effect has therefore been not only a growing disparity between processor performance and memory, but also a sharp decrease in the amount of memory available to each individual processor core. Although this disparity has been well documented, in particular following Wulf and McKee's coining of the term "memory-wall" [15] , research investigating the impact of declining memory capacity per processing element is still very rare.
An investigation into the runtime changes resulting from a reduced amount of memory per core may also have further benefits than just being able to quantify any increase in execution time. System memory represents a significant upfront cost in the procurement of high-performance computing systems. Depending on the type, capacity and quality of memory required for a system, prices may vary between $20 and $75 per GB. When installed in every node of an HPC cluster the cost can be significant. Techniques which enable the memory requirement to be reduced may therefore have direct impact on the level of capital expenditure.
Another concern is the power required by memory chips to remain active. Despite recent initiatives to reduce the power consumption of memory subsystems -DDR3 chips provide a reduction in power consumption of 30% compared with equivalent speed and capacity DDR2 [7] -memory is still responsible for a large proportion of system power. The total power consumption needed for one TFLOP of processing power currently lies at between 320 and 1600 Watts [5] .
Such evidence provides a compelling case as to why HPC practitioners should be concerned with memory. In this paper we present a systematic course of action with which to investigate memory use and the impact on runtime of changing memory configurations. Our aim is to be able to measure, understand and experiment with the memory requirements of mixed-science workloads, with a particular interest in the trade-off between increased or reduced memory capacity and its impact on scientific delivery; we would like, if possible, to reduce memory costs, but in order to do this there is a need to understand the associated cost.
We begin the paper by documenting a series of compilermemory studies, employing compiler toolkits from PGI, GNU, Intel and Sun (now Oracle) and the memP profiling tool -a lightweight memory usage analysis tool specifically targeted for the heap profiling of parallel (MPI) applications [2] . We analyse the difference in reported memory high water mark (HWM) between codes built with different compilers; in some cases the HWM exhibited by differently compiled code is potentially significant.
Using memory-usage data obtained from executions of a variety of scientific benchmarks and applications on a large cluster, we present a study which investigates the impact of a reduction in available memory-per-core. In order to cope with a reduction in per-core-memory a distributed code must be run over more processor cores in order to obtain the same total amount of memory. Whilst this is possible for codes with a good problem decomposition and scaling, some program components such as lookup tables and MPI overheads are fixed, or worse, increase with more processor cores. By artificially fixing the maximum amount of available memory-per-core, and combining this with runtime data for different core counts, we are able to assess the impact on runtime for a mixed-science workflow when per-core memory capacity is reduced. In order to ensure that this replicates the behaviour of genuine clusters, we employ the Maui scheduler simulator [1] to generate completion times and workflow information.
In the final part of this paper we analyse a single scientific code using new memory tracing tools being developed at the University of Warwick. Our tools allow the memory usage of individual functions to be tracked throughout execution, giving insight into how the HWM of this specific code is generated. Analysis such as this is likely to become commonplace as memory capacities become smaller and memory accesses become proportionally more expensive when compared to processing costs.
The specific contributions of this work are:
• We present a comparison of the memory requirements of six established scientific benchmarks and applications when compiled with common high performance toolkits. This analysis provides a potential first step in lowering the memory requirements of a code by switching to an alternative compiler toolkit. In our experience this is rare in many HPC sites, as users have long-held preferences for particular compiler frameworks and therefore very few have evaluated the performance or memory usage of alternatives. Studies such as this are of significant use in identifying the likely benefits associated with new tools and educating users in these benefits;
• We utilise workflow simulations of benchmarked memory usage and runtime data from a variety of scientific codes to examine the likely impact on workflow completion time when the available memory-per-core is artificially limited. Given that the HPC industry expects to see significant growth in the number of processor cores, but only modest improvement in memory capacity, this study provides insight into the potential effect on HPC workflows in the future;
• We employ a new memory profiling toolkit to analyse the memory usage patterns of a finite-element benchmark. Our tool is able to record the breakdown of memory to program functions and to map these temporally over the course of the execution. If HWM memory requirements are to become problematic, as a number of HPC experts believe, analysis of this kind will become commonplace.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related work, including general issues of power consumption, programming for memory optimization and a discussion of memory profiling tools; in Section 3 we present a compiler study in which the HWM for a number of applications is investigated under different compiler builds; Section 4 presents a series of studies using the Maui scheduler simulator, which show the impact on scientific delivery of a reduction in memory per core; Section 5 presents the memory tracing of a finite element benchmark using a new memory profiling tool currently in development at the University of Warwick. Section 6 concludes the paper and documents further work.
RELATED WORK
In most programs, 20-40% of the instructions reference memory [6] . Memory has therefore been subject to much scrutiny over the past 30-40 years. Wulf and McKee's classic work on the "Memory Wall" [15] describes the problems associated with dynamic random access memory (DRAM): the rate of improvement in microprocessor speed exceeds the rate of improvement of DRAM memory speed; resulting in a point at which system performance is totally determined by memory speeds (the so-called Memory Wall). Since the mid 1990s, when this landmark paper was written, several attempts at innovation have been made. These include coupling memory with the processor [12] , aggressive on-chip cache hierarchies [8] (such as that seen in the IBM BlueGene series) and 3-D DRAM [10] , where memory stacks are situated in close proximity to the microprocessor in order to reduce wire delay between the two. Generations of architectural innovation have led to lower memory latencies and increased memory bandwidth. Despite this, the power consumption of synchronous DRAM continues to be of concern, particularly in large server-and HPC-environments. A recent DARPA commissioned study [9] on the challenges for ExaFLOP computing reports that the power needed for memory grows linearly with the number of chips (but that the power for the interconnect stays constant) and that memory power grows in relation to the peak FLOP/s per chip. There is clearly benefit therefore in adopting smaller amounts of higher speed memory, and finding ways in which we can trade computation for storage [13] . Previous approaches have been documented using external memory algorithms [14] ; such approaches are likely to increase with the general adoption of GPGPUs. Contentaware memory management has also been shown to deliver up to 22% reductions in memory consumption without code modification [3] .
Several supporting tools exist to assess memory use. The Performance API (PAPI) [4] allows hardware counters on most modern microprocessors to be accessed; this in turn allows dynamic memory usage information to be collected. Low-level architectural measurements are then correlated with the source/object code through events. A number of high-level tools have been built on top of PAPI, including the HPCToolkit, OpenSpeedShop, PerfSuite, Scalasca, Vampir and TAU. An alternative to PAPI is Valgrind [11] , an instrumentation framework on which dynamic performance analysis tools can be built. The current Valgrind distribution contains a number of production tools, including a memory error detector, a heap profiler and a cache and branch prediction profiler. Valgrind also contains a second heap profiler that examines how heap blocks are used.
In this work we use the tool memP [2] , a lightweight memory analysis tool specifically targeted at heap profiling MPI applications. We use memP because it can be dynamically loaded with very little runtime overhead, and as such it scales well. memP provides both heap and stack usage for 
MEMORY AND COMPILER CHOICE
In typical HPC environments the choice of a compiler toolkit is largely dictated by those purchased for the system (since not all toolkits provide the backends necessary for code generation), historical preference and, commonly, code runtime performance. We however approach compiler choice from an alternative angle -that of memory usage. At the outset this might seem an odd choice, in that the memory requirements of codes are largely dictated by the programmer's use of program data objects, however, some variation can be identified. Our experience with other full-science applications studied with our industry partners, is that benchmarked HWM figures vary considerably when more complex codes and problem data sets are assessed. In one recent study of an application a variation of over 225% was reported in HWM between using one compiler and another. Table 1 presents six mixed-science benchmarks and applications, which cover algorithms and activities common to large computing installations. Memory and runtime benchmarking of each code is performed on an IBM cluster housed at the Centre for Scientific Computing (CSC) at the University of Warwick. The cluster comprises 240 dual-Intel Xeon 5160 dual-core nodes each sharing 8 GB of memory (giving 1.92 TB in total). Nodes are connected via a QLogic InfiniPath 4X, SDR (raw 10 Gb/s, 8 Gb/s data) QLE7140 host channel adapters (HCAs) connected to a single 288-port Voltair ISR 9288 switch, with a core-to-HCA ratio of 4:1. Each compute node runs the SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 operating system and has access to the IBM GPFS parallel file system. For our study we use the Oracle Solaris Studio 12.2 tool suite (formerly Sun Studio), the Intel C/Fortran 11.1 compiler, GNU 4.1.2 and PGI 10.6, in conjunction with OpenMPI 1.4.2 and the PBS Pro scheduler. Table 2 shows the effect of compiler choice on memory consumption (HWM) for the benchmarks in question. All benchmarks were compiled using the -O3 optimisation flag to replicate the behaviour of many HPC users. In each case seen in Table 2 , the application benchmarks are run at a fixed core count; 16-cores executed as a 4-node, 4-cores-pernode run. In some cases the difference in HWM is small, 0.03% for Sweep3D. In other cases, phdMesh and miniFE, for example, the difference is significant -23.64% and 31.53% There is also no discernible trend that might inform compiler choice in general. While this might seem inconclusive, it does suggest one conclusion -application developers must investigate compiler choice.
MEMORY AND WORKFLOW
The growth in the number of processing cores per processor chip, and slower growth in memory capacities, makes it likely that future clusters will exhibit similar architecture layouts to today but will do so with higher core counts and lower amounts of memory per processor-core. In this environment, the scaling of memory will be achieved through the execution of codes at larger core counts (i.e. greater parallelism), yielding potentially slower runtime but enabling the code to actually be executed (i.e. sufficient memory is available across participating nodes for execution). The effects of higher-core-count jobs may be lower machine efficiency and the potential lengthening of workflow execution time. With this in mind we are interested in whether it is: (a) possible to continue to run scientific workflows with lower amounts of memory and (b) what the impact of this is on the completion time of a multi-application workflow.
In order to provide a more realistic base on which to conduct experiments we make two assumptions: First, that the workload is mixed science, motivating the use of all six benchmarking codes seen in the previous section, and second, we utilise the Maui scheduler simulator to ensure that the resulting job schedule is representative of how a genuine cluster would execute its workflow.
Experimental data to prime each workflow simulation is The runtime and memory requirements for our six applications on Hera can be found in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. As found earlier in this paper, the memory scalability of these codes (as they strong scale) varies considerably. In most cases, the memory consumption decreases as the core count (for an application) increases; it is also true that in most cases the parallel efficiency of the application decreases as the number of cores increases. Thus high core-count jobs decrease run time and parallel efficiency and, when this is coupled with other jobs in the system, the number of available runtime configurations decreases; this will typically increase the overall runtime of a workflow. It is also the case that requests for a higher number of cores typically spend a longer time queueing; this effect we are able to expose directly using the Maui scheduler.
To assess the impact on scientific delivery we combine, through simulation, the benchmarked data into three example workflows (Table 3) in which the mix of jobs is varied. Note that phdMesh is excluded from Workflow 3 (WF-3) as this permits analysis of memory configurations below 650MB per core. During the simulation each job is submitted in such a way that its runtime requirements satisfy an artificially imposed limit on the amount of memory available per core. We initially set our memory-per-core at 1.5GB, as this corresponds to the maximum usage seen in Figure 2 , and then reduce this to 1280 MB, 1024 MB, 768 MB, 682 MB, 512 MB and 256 MB per core. Many of these cases may seem unlikely, but the choice of 682MB is representative of a hex-core processor with 4GB of memory, for example.
Using the Maui Scheduler Simulator
To ensure that we replicate as realistic a test environment as possible we use the Maui [1] scheduler (Version 3.3.0) in simulation mode. The scheduler simulator is is designed to allow users to safely evaluate arbitrary configurations, but in this case it allows us to simulate a production environment with various different memory restrictions. We use 2048 cores of Hera as a basis for our simulated machine (defined using a Maui resource trace file), and our simulated workflows consist of 1000 jobs in the proportions defined in Table 3 (defined by a Maui workload trace file). We maintain the existing polling system in Maui, replicate normal use by specifying wall-times in excess of known execution time, and allow the scheduler to backfill jobs where possi- Table 5 : Percentage runtime increase when moving from 1536MB to 682MB per-core ble. Since the simulator does not allow us to submit extra jobs while the simulation is running, we must include the complete job list at the start and rely on polling to ensure a stream of jobs to the system. This imposes two constraints on our experiments: (i) that the jobs must be submitted in a specified order -we therefore repeat the experiments a number of times with different job orderings to reduce experimental bias; (ii) jobs must be allocated a specific core count when staged -we discuss this further in the next pararaphs. Additional Maui configuration values are found in Table 4 . Even when applications are memory constrained they can still be run on various core counts. Typical users will often not select core counts for their jobs optimally. We therefore base the selection of application core count in our workflows on a partitioned Gaussian distribution. The distribution determines how probable it is to select a particular core count; a skew factor is introduced to adjust this distribution -a skew of 0.25 will ensure that the distribution has a bias towards core counts that are closer to the minimum, a skew of 0.75 will ensure that there is a more even distribution between possible configurations. As we see from the results, the trends are similar no matter what skew factor is used, but this does allow us to consider how users behave (using more cores or fewer cores, usage policies restricting job size, charging models etc.) and therefore what effect this may have on the interpretation of the results.
Results
We compare the time-to-completion for three different mixedscience workflows as the available memory per core is reduced. Results are shown with three different core-count selection skew factors (0.25, 0.5 and 0.75) with an identical Maui scheduler simulator configuration used throughout. Each experiment is averaged over ten runs (with randomly generated job ordering in each case) to reduce the effect of any one specific job ordering.
The results for the three different workflows can be found in Figures 3a, 3b and 3c respectively. For each, the average workflow completion time is plotted, with maximum and minimum times reported as range-bars. Several observations can be made regarding these results:
• In general, decreasing the available memory per core increases the overall runtime. However, this is not a monotonically increasing function, see Figure 3c , for example -in this case the changing core-counts of jobs submitted can create significant decreases in machine efficiency; • The impact of skew (reflecting usage profile), highlights that the percentage increase in runtime will be more marked That is, the more users are used to requesting fewer cores, the less absolute difference they will experience in runtime when memory/core is constrained;
• The rate of increase (in runtime as the memory per core drops) is not constant. This suggests that there may exist opportunities for decreasing memory per core with little impact on scientific delivery, if the workflow mix and system usage profiles allow. Table 5 shows that the impact of moving from 1536 MB/core to 682 MB/core may be a little as 4.19%; • Workflow mix makes a difference. Table 5 shows that the impact of moving from 1536 MB per core to 682 MB per core (skew 0.25) can be between 12.36% and 27.76% depending on the workflow mix; • Table 5 also demonstrates that the user's usage patterns are also important. In workflow 2 the percentage increase in runtime can vary by as much as 15.09% depending on how users select core counts.
MEMORY USAGE ANALYSIS
The use of analyses such as those described in Sections 3 and 4 highlight that (i) compiler choice may impact the HWM for individual applications, and (ii) that it is possible to calculate in the context of scientific applications the impact of reducing memory-per-core. Next we present a new tool which is allowing us to determine why an application has such a memory HWM. Our aim is that by understanding and capturing memory usage in this way we can improve the future memory requirements of our applications. Typically, low-level tools such as PAPI and Valgrind might be used to perform cache analysis or to identify memoryperformance related problems (e.g. cache thrashing or TLBpage misses), with a tool such as memP being used at a much higher level. In this section we analyse the memory behaviour of the miniFE finite element benchmark using a prototype tool currently being developed at the University of Warwick. The purpose of this analysis is to identify which functions within the code contribute the most to memory usage without requiring significant instrumentation or complex tool configuration, as is the case with many system debuggers or profilers. We note that memP claims to have some support for this level of analysis, but our experience has been that this is difficult to obtain. Our tool intercepts each change in memory state through the catching of memory allocation and deallocation calls, recording the operating system reported memory state as well as the program stack. Post-execution analysis of the trace allows us to track each individual allocation and deallocation within the program, attributing the memory requested to each program function. Thus we are able to assess memory allocations at a finer level of granularity (than the whole program) without creating significant overhead in the runtime of the application. Since we also only activate our tracer on changes in the memory state, the tool creates very little overhead during compute-intensive regions of code execution.
Figures 4a and 4b present a breakdown of miniFE's memory from both system and function perspectives. In terms of the system view, the memory requested by the application for data (VmData) shows good correlation with the function breakdown in Figure 4b . Note that we only show the two most significant contributors to memory usage in Figure 4b for reasons of brevity -our tool is able to track memory requests from a much higher number of calls within miniFE, the OpenMPI library and several runtime library functions.
Our memory trace of miniFE (Figure 4b) demonstrates that for the main part of the benchmark less than 300MB of memory are required with peaks of nearly 600MB shortly after the start and in the driver block at towards the end. In our experience many applications demonstrate memory spikes and peaks during specific functions in which data is copied and manipulated, raising the prospect of being able to optimise their memory usage through the generation and processing of data inline (as opposed to explicit allocation, copying and processing). We are currently engaged in further work investigating the potential use of our tool in diagnosing such memory optimisation opportunities within several industry codes.
CONCLUSIONS
The declining amounts of memory-per-core, arising from the increasing density of multi-core processors and more modest improvements in memory capacities, has the potential to radically change the way in which HPC applications are engineered. Currently programmers may enjoy as much as 4GB or more of memory per processing core, but future systems may reduce this to 1GB or less. Combined with the high up-front cost of memory during procurement, and the additional running costs due to powering large amounts of memory, there is a compelling case for analysing and improving current memory usage.
In this paper we present three separate studies into the use of memory for distributed MPI codes. Our first study investigates the impact that compiler choice can make on memory usage. We demonstrate memory HWM differences of up to 32% for simple benchmarks. In some industry codes we have studied, compiler choice can increase memory HWM by as much as 225%. Where the memory required can be made available within machine resources, users will no doubt prioritise the fastest compiler toolkits. Therefore, we demonstrate that a memory study is also an important aspect of understanding code performance -all to often this is overlooked by users who assume that memory use is identical across all compilers. As memory resources become more constrained this will no doubt need to change.
In our second study we use benchmarked runtime performance and HWM memory data to assess the impact on scientific delivery of a decrease in memory-per-core. We show that there is a relationship between decreased memory per core and an increase in runtime but that, in some cases at least, this is not necessarily a monotonically increasing function. The rate of increase is also not constant and the composition of the workflow as well as usage profile will have an impact on the results. The issues we expose here help to demonstrate that with appropriate data (scheduler logs, scaling graphs for individual applications and HWM data) it is possible to calculate the likely impact on a reduction in memory per core for large supercomputing resources.
The final study in this paper utilises a new memory profiling and tracing tool currently in development at the University of Warwick. This tool is able to intercept memorystate changing events such as allocations and deallocations to record memory usage at a per-function level. We have demonstrated excellent levels of correlation with the HWM and VmData statistics obtained from the Linux kernel, giving us confidence in our tools' ability to provide high levels of code coverage. The purpose of presenting this tool is to show that where individual applications show potential memory problems (perhaps using techniques such as those seen in studies 1 or 2), tools are becoming available that can help map these problems to specific entities in the application itself. Although declining memory-per-core will no doubt cause difficulties for some applications, we are becoming well placed to identify these difficulties in advance and to change the development of applications before such problems become significant.
Our appeal to Programme Managers is simple: Application scientists may demand 4 GB/core. Measure current usage with tools such as memP; investigate different compiler options if possible. Then investigate the potential impact of reducing memory; clearly this will have some overhead, but the trade-off between more CPU hours and lower total cost of ownership may be a price worth paying.
